
 

 

Hi Becky, welcome to my blog and thank you for taking the time to answer a few questions!  

 

If you could spend a day inside a book of your choice, which one would it be? 

The Fellowship of the Ring. I’d spend the whole day in Rivendell. Although...hmm. I’d like to stop by 

Bilbo’s birthday, too. We’ll just ignore calendars and travel times. 

 

Do you have a favourite fairy tale or fairy tale adaption? 

I’m going to go with my very favorite musical, Into The Woods. The original Broadway production 

holds a special place in my heart. 

 

What’s your favourite genre to read? Is it the same as your favourite genre to write or do they 

differ and if so, why? 

Honestly, I tend to read more nonfiction than fiction. I love science writing and cultural history and 

long thinky essays. I never get tired of learning about the real world, and that excitement is what 

fuels to me to make up my own stuff. If I’m in a fiction mood, I do reach for sci-fi more than anything 

else. If I just want to escape and be cozy, I’ll occasionally go for fantasy instead. We’re talking the 

highest of high fantasy -- fireballs, elves, all that good stuff. It’s the farthest thing from what I write, 

and I find it very comforting. 

 

Most awesome, insane and annoying moments in your life as a writer so far? 

The most awesome moments are when I get to meet readers, be it at conventions or tour stops or 

what have you. I love having that one-on-one connection with a stranger over something I made up. 

That’s pretty wonderful. And honestly, those are the most insane moments, too. It still trips me out 

that anybody has read my books at all! Annoying moments are when I have no idea what to write, or 

I’m unhappy with the work I’ve done that day. That’s very frustrating, especially if it’s been going on 

for a while. But I also know that those phases come and go, and that it’s all part of the job. 

 

Do you read your books’ reviews?  

Sometimes. I don’t go looking for them. If my editor sends me something, or if something crosses my 

path on Twitter, I’ll check them out. I won’t read them if I’m working hard on something else, 

though. Then I just get distracted thinking about the work I’ve already done, instead of the work I still 

have to do. I also don’t look at comments on Amazon or Goodreads. I know there are people who 

have said some very kind things there, but if I fall down those rabbit holes, I’ll never get any work 

done. Besides, I don’t feel like those places are meant for me. If somebody wants to talk directly to 

me about my work, I totally welcome that. But when readers are talking to each other, that’s not a 

conversation I feel comfortable butting in to. 

 

Can you describe your novel THE LONG WAY TO A SMALL ANGRY PLANET and its companion novel 

A CLOSED AND COMMON ORBIT in just three words each?  

The Long Way: space road trip. 

A Closed and Common Orbit: clone + android = family. 

 

 

 



 

 

There are lots of aliens in the Wayfarer novels that all come with their own cultures and some of 

which are distinctly different from humans. How did you come up with their cultures and was it 

difficult to describe them in a way that your readers would be able to visualize them? 

With aliens, I usually start with biology. How are they physically different from humans? How do they 

reproduce? What kind of environment did they evolve within? What do they eat? From there, I riff 

on how those traits might have affected the way they built their respective societies. Sometimes, I 

just start with a single trait, usually something I picked up from a science book or a nature show. 

Aeluon color language, for example, comes from my love for cephalopods. It’s all little borrowed bits 

and pieces like that. 

As for explaining those differences to readers, I try to do it as quietly as possible, just adding details 

here and there until the whole picture takes shape. I think it’s easier to digest that way. Sometimes, a 

paragraph or two of exposition is necessary, but I challenge myself to find fun ways to do that. I want 

the reader to feel like they’re walking through this universe, rather than just being told about it. 

 

Not only are there all these different aliens and their cultures but the humans aren’t one united 

front either. Why did you decide on that instead of giving humans one unified (western) 

culture/perspective as it is so often done in SciFi? 

Because it just wouldn’t happen. I can’t help but write from a Western perspective, and I know I 

bring plenty of cultural imprinting and biases along with that -- some that I’m conscious of, others I’m 

sure I don’t know are there. But I can’t stand the tendency to treat ours as the default template. It’s 

dishonest, it’s shortsighted, and it’s damaging. Plus, we haven’t managed cultural unity while sharing 

just one lonely little planet. How could we expect the same if we’re talking plural planets, plus space 

stations, interstellar arks, and so on? Especially when you throw alien influence into the mix! A 

human who grows up in a multispecies community far beyond the Solar system is going to have a 

fundamentally different perspective than, say, someone who grows up on an all-human 

neighborhood on Mars. The same is true for alien species in my galaxy. They have varying cultures 

and subcultures, too (though broadly, species that have been successful out in the galaxy are more 

culturally unified than those who haven’t). Cultural diversity is inevitable, and writing-wise, it makes 

things more interesting. 

 

Personally, I love the concept of companion novels and often enjoy series made up by companions 

far more than those composed of sequels. But telling a single story over the course of several 

novels still seems far more common than telling a different story set in the same universe in each 

instalment of a series. At what point and why did you decide to not only write THE LONG WAY as a 

stand-alone but also add the companion A CLOSED AND COMMON ORBIT? 

The Long Way was always a self-contained thing. I knew when I wrote it that the setting had a lot 

more ground I could cover, but I didn’t have any immediate plans for writing anything else. The story 

I told about that crew was and is the only one I had. So when my publisher asked me if I had any 

desire to write a sequel, I didn’t want to force something further. It would’ve felt hollow. But Pepper 

and Lovelace’s story was something I wanted to explore, so I went with that for Closed and Common. 

I didn’t know I was going to tell that story when I wrote The Long Way, but I’m very glad I got the 

chance to do so. 

 

 

 



 

 

Can you tell us what project you are currently working on? Will there be more companions in the 

Wayfarer series? 

I can’t talk much about it yet, but I can tell you that I am indeed working on another Wayfarers book. 

Same setting, different folks, much like Closed and Common. It’s set somewhere I’ve mentioned in 

the other books but haven’t yet visited. 

 

And last but not least: Tea or Coffee? 

Tea, herbal, hot. I love the taste of both coffee and black tea, but I’m the only writer in existence who 

doesn’t like caffeine. 

 

Thank you, Becky, ever so much for this amazing interview and for taking the time to answer these 

questions. Good luck with your future writing! 

 


